
HOW TO VISUALIZE AND CONTROL 
WORK-RELATED HEARING LOSS 

 

Our ears are engineering miracles. Sound waves
entering into the outer ear are converted to
mechanical impulses in the middle ear, and then
to fluid waves in the inner ear. Delicate hair-like
cells called cilia bend with those waves and
convert them to electronic signals, which are then
transmitted to the brain on nerve pathways. While
damaging any part of the outer, middle or inner ear
can lead to hearing loss, most work related-
hearing loss occurs when the hair-like cilia are
damaged due to repetitive exposure to loud noise.
 
A good way to illustrate this is to picture the strands of cilia as grass on the path to a
backyard shed. If walked on only occasionally (light noise), the grass (cilia) would not
be significantly affected. When walked on repeatedly (moderate noise), the grass
(cilia) would be compressed, but would spring back up in time. But if a wheelbarrow
was to  continually go over the same path (repetitive loud noise), the grass (cilia) would
wear away leaving only a dirt pathway (hearing loss). But unlike grass that can be
replanted, when cilia are worn away they cannot be replaced. And the more cilia that
are damaged, the more hearing loss will occur.
 
Generally speaking, sound that is measured at 85 dBA or less will not affect an
employee, even if they are exposed to it for a typical eight-hour workday. For reference,
if you have to raise your voice in an environment for normal conversation, chances are
you are being exposed to sound that is higher than 85 dBA. If so, to help protect your
hearing, consider and implement the following as applicable:
#1 Replace noisy equipment or processes with those which are quieter.
#2 Properly lubricate and maintain equipment so that it will function at its best.
#3 Install sound curtains, sound barriers or other sound-deadening controls.
#4 Keep as much distance between yourself and the sound source as possible.
#5 Limit the amount of time you spend by a sound source.
#6 Wear properly-rated hearing protection to reduce the sound level to below 85 dBA.
#7 If your company has a Hearing Conservation Program, be sure to follow it.
 
Final note: Putting on hearing protection like muffs or inserts may seem like a waste of
time to some. But comparatively speaking, it takes far less time to put on such
protection now, than to wear a hearing aid every day for the rest of your life.
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